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We study the cross-correlation between the 21-cm and cosmic microwave background (CMB) B mode
fluctuations which are induced by the cosmic birefringence when the nonconstant scalar field couples to the
electromagnetic field strength. Suchmultiwavelength signals can potentially probe the reionization history of
theUniverse and also explore the nature of fundamental physics such as the parity violation and the scalar field
dynamics in the early Universe. We illustrate the feasibility to detect such 21-cm-B mode cross-correlations
through commonly discussed scalar field models, the quintessence-like scalar field which is responsible for
the current dark energy and the axionlike scalar field which is responsible for the current dark matter density.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.063506
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the birefringence effects due to the parity
violating nature of the pseudoscalar FμνF˜μν (F is the
electromagnetic field strength) when it couples to the
(pseudo)scalar field ϕ. In existence of such a term
ϕFμνF˜μν, the polarization vector of a photon is rotated
by an angle corresponding to the change in ϕ as the photon
propagates. Even if its coupling is small, a total rotation can
be appreciable thanks to a large cosmological distance
traveled by a photon (referred to as cosmic birefringence).
We study the potential signals of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) B modes which are induced from the E
modes by the cosmic birefringence, in particular their cross-
correlation with the 21-cm signals. Many searches for the
cosmological birefringence effect as a promising astrophysi-
cal test of the fundamental physics have been attempted,
such as the CMB and radio galaxy polarization observations
[1–20]. For instance, the parity violating interaction term
can lead to the parity-odd combinations for CMB cross-
correlations CTBl , C
EB
l which would otherwise vanish due to
the parity conservation. Cross-correlating the small B mode
signal with a much larger CMB temperature signal can
potentially make such birefringence-induced B modes more
favorable for detection, similar to the situation where CETl
was detected before the E mode autocorrelation detection.
With the 21-cm brightness temperature fluctuations even
bigger than the CMB temperature fluctuations, studying the
multiwavelength cross-correlation between the birefrin-
gence-induced B mode and the 21-cm signals would be
worth exploring which can also benefit from the different
noise dependence compared with the autocorrelations.
The 21-cm line emissions from the neutral hydrogen can
provide us a unique clue on the properties of the high
redshift Universe such as those during the dark ages and
epoch of reionization [21]. The recent 21-cm global
temperature results, for instance, drew much attention from
the particle physics community as well for the dark matter
study [22–29]. The fluctuation of the 21-cm temperature
which is the focus of this paper is also of great interest for
the precision cosmology and many 21-cm experiments are
in progress and planned [30–34]. Extracting the informa-
tion from those radio frequency maps are however plagued
with the astrophysical and instrumental noises, and there
have been active studies for cross-correlating the 21-cm
signals with other observables such as the CMB and high
redshift galaxies which can provide the additional infor-
mation besides the autocorrelation statistics alone as
well as improving the distinction from the foregrounds/
systematics. For instance the CMB photons are scattered
by the ionized electrons and the cross-correlation between
the CMB and the 21-cm can arise, and many noises and
foregrounds which the low frequency radio observations
suffer from can be more controllable or uncorrelated with
the CMB measurements [35–43]. There have been related
works which discussed the correlations between the 21-cm
and CMB temperature=E mode anisotropies from the
reionization epoch at large scales [35,36,39,40]. The large
linear scale has an advantage where the linear treatment of
the fluctuations is applicable and the complicated patchy
reionization effects are averaged out [37,41].
Motivated by those active studies on the cross-
correlation measurements, we study the cross-correlation
of the 21-cm signals with the cosmic birefringence signals
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from the reionization epoch at the linear scale. More
specifically, we discuss the cross-correlation between the
21-cm and birefringence-induced CMB B mode in exist-
ence of the background scalar field, which can potentially
give us an additional probe on the scalar field evolution in
the early Universe as well as the nature of reionization
epoch. Even though the physics gain through the detection
of 21-cm-B mode cross-correlations is attractive, we
illustrate that it is challenging and, at least for our choice
of simple reionization and scalar field models, unlikely to
detect such a cross-correlation signal with the forthcoming
experiments. We however also illustrate that the signals
could be enhanced/reduced significantly depending on the
reionization history and the scalar field model, so that
21-cm-B mode cross-correlation signals, if detected, can
potentially take advantage of such a strong model depend-
ence to elucidate the properties of the background scalar
field and the reionization process.
We outline the formalism to calculate the 21-cm and B
mode fluctuations in Sec. II. The numerical results for the
cross-correlation calculations are presented for the concrete
models, the quintessencelike dark energy scalar and the
axionlike ultralight dark matter models in Secs. III and IV.
II. THE 21-CM-B MODE CROSS-CORRELATIONS
We first outline the setups to calculate the cross-
correlations between the 21-cm and B mode fluctuations
in this section, before presenting the numerical results
using the concrete scalar field models in the following
sections.
The birefringence-induced B mode arises from the E
mode due to the polarization plane rotation. The CMB E
mode is generated when the CMB temperature anisotropy
quadrupole scatters off free electrons, notably at the
recombination (z ∼ 1100) and the reionization epochs (e.g.,
z ∼ 10) [44]. The reionization epoch in particular is among
the main targets of the 21-cm observations and the 21-cm
signals are expected to unveil the nature of reionization
which still remains an open question in the history of the
Universe [21]. We hence focus on the reionization epoch
in the following analysis on the 21-cm-B mode cross-
correlation because this is the common epoch which both
21-cm and B mode fluctuations are susceptible to and
hence appreciable cross-correlations can potentially arise.
A. Cosmic birefringence
We consider the term where the scalar field ϕ couples to
the electromagnetic field strength
L ∋ −
β
4
ϕFμνF˜μν ð1Þ
which modifies the Maxwell equations and, due to its parity
violation nature of the pseudoscalar FμνF˜μν, the left and
right circularly polarized photons have different dispersion
relations resulting in the rotational speed of the linear
polarization plane in the direction nˆ (η is the conformal
time) [1–3]
ωðx⃗; ηÞ ¼ − β
2
∂ϕ
∂η þ ∇⃗ϕ · nˆ

: ð2Þ
If ϕ is constant in space and time, such a term is merely a
total derivative and has no effect on electrodynamics. We
study the scenario where the photon propagates in the
homogeneous background of ϕðtÞ which varies with time.
The rotation angle from the emitted epoch η to the current
conformal time η0 is
θðηÞ ¼
Z
η0
η
dηω: ð3Þ
When the field is homogeneous,
θðηÞ ¼ −
Z
η0
η
dη
β
2
∂ϕ
∂η ¼ −
β
2
ðϕðη0Þ − ϕðηÞÞ: ð4Þ
Note this rotation is independent of the frequency and
hence can be distinguished from the frequency dependent
Faraday rotation by the multifrequency maps [45]. Such
a rotation of the polarization plane mixes the spin-2 Stokes
parameters as ðQðnˆÞ  iUðnˆÞÞ → e∓2iθ½QðnˆÞ  iUðnˆÞ
and consequently mixes the E and B modes which can
be expressed in terms of the Stokes parameters [46–48].1
We for simplicity focus in this paper only on the B modes
which are converted from the E modes due to the
birefringence at low l≲ 100 where the linear theory is
applicable.2
B. 21-cm fluctuations
The observed differential brightness temperature of the
21-cm line emitted at a redshift z is [50,51]
T21 ¼ Tˆ21xHIð1þ δbÞ

1 −
TCMB
TS

;
Tˆ21 ¼ 23 ½mK

Ωbh2
0.02

0.15
Ωmh2

1þ z
10

1=2
; ð5Þ
xHI is the neutral hydrogen fraction, and δb is the baryon
density contrast. In terms of δb and the neutral fraction
fluctuation δHI ≡ xHI=x¯HI − 1, the brightness temperature
fluctuation up to the linear order is T21 ¼ Tˆ21x¯HIðδHI þ δbÞ
1We consider the CMB polarization which is produced from
the Thomson scattering, and the Stokes parameter V representing
the net circular polarization remains zero if it is zero initially even
in existence of the ϕFF˜ term [49].
2Other sources of B modes include, for instance, those from
gravitational waves, gravitational lensing and patchy reioniza-
tion, which would be also worth exploring.
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(the overbar denotes the average). We focus on the redshift
regime where the spin temperature exceeds the CMB
photon temperature TS ≫ TCMB to simplify our analysis,
which is a valid assumption soon after the reionization
starts [52]. The baryon density contrast δb has already
caught up with the matter density contrast δm for the
redshift range of our interest δb ≈ δm. For the ionization
fraction fluctuations δHI, we follow the model of Ref. [35],
δHI ≈ ðb¯ − 1 − ϵÞ ln x¯HIδm, based on the conventional halo
models with the averaged halo bias b¯:
b¯ ¼
R∞
νmin
dνfðνÞbðνÞR∞
νmin
dνfðνÞ ; ð6Þ
where fðνÞ ∝ expð−ν2=2Þ, ν≡ δc=σðMÞ is the threshold in
units of the rms density fluctuations and b represents the
halo bias of Ref. [53] according to the Press-Schechter
formalism. νmin corresponds to the minimal halo mass with
the temperature Tminð∼104 KÞ above which the atomic
hydrogen line cooling becomes efficient to induce the
ionizing sources [54]. ϵ represents the nature of ionization
process, and ϵ ¼ 1 corresponds to the limit where the
emitted photons to ionize the gas are balanced by the
recombination and ϵ ¼ 0 is for the case where the recom-
bination is negligible. x¯HI → 1 corresponds to the epoch
when all emitted photons ionize the atoms before HII
regions start percolating while x¯HI → 0 corresponds to the
epoch with much more ionizing photons than the atoms as
expected after the HII regions percolate. We neglect the
effects of the recombination in our numerical calculations
for simplicity. Even though our simple halo model treat-
ment would be reasonable (because the ionizing sources are
formed in the denser regions and we are interested in the
scales larger than a typical ionized bubble size), the actual
ionization fluctuation estimate should be more complicated
and heavily dependent on the reionization model and
intergalactic medium gas dynamics. This simple estimation
would however suffice for our purpose of studying the
future prospect of the cross-correlation between the CMB B
mode and 21-cm fluctuations and more detailed treatments
are left for future work.
C. The cross-correlations between 21-cm
and CMB B mode fluctuations
We numerically obtained, by the modified version of
CLASS [55], the cross-correlation between the birefringence-
induced B mode and 21-cm fluctuations
CB21l ¼
2
π
Z
∞
0
k2dkPðkÞΔBl ðk; zÞΔ21l ðk; zÞ; ð7Þ
where PðkÞ is the power spectrum of the primordial
curvature perturbation and ΔBl , Δ21l represent the transfer
functions, respectively, for the B mode polarization and
21-cm fluctuations. While our 21-cm transfer function is
the conventional one without being affected by the birefrin-
gence [21,39,51,56,57], ΔBl for the B mode induced by the
cosmological birefringence differs from the conventional B
mode transfer function and resembles that for the E mode
with an additional rotation angle factor sin½2θðηÞ [48,58]:
ΔBl ðkÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3ðlþ 2Þ!
8ðl − 2Þ!
s Z
η0
0
dηgðηÞSPðk; ηÞ
jlðxÞ
x2
sin½2θðηÞ;
ð8Þ
where g is the visibility function, jl is the spherical Bessel
function, x ¼ kðη0 − ηÞ and SP is the source function
(we consider only the dominant scalar perturbation source
term) [48,58–60].
III. RESULTS
We quantitatively illustrate the cross-correlations with a
concrete example in this section. For the numerical analysis,
we need to specify the background scalar field evolution. As
a toy example, we introduce a simple scalar field dark energy
model with the inverse power low potential
VðϕÞ ¼ Λ4þαϕ−α ð9Þ
which possesses the tracker solution for the dynamical dark
energy (Ratra-Peebles quintessence model) [61–65]. We for
concreteness set α ¼ 1 in our numerical analysis and a
constant Λ is numerically adjusted to match the observed
dark energy density assuming the flat cosmology [66]. The
time evolution of ϕ is given in Fig. 1 (we use in this paper the
conventionMp ≡ 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8πG
p ¼ 1 unless specified otherwise)
from which we can calculate the time dependent rotation
angle and consequently the birefringence-induced B mode
fluctuations.
FIG. 1. The dark energy scalar field evolution (in units of the
reduced Planck scale).
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The current CMB measurements put the bounds on
the birefringence rotation angle of orderΔθ ≲ 0.5° [16–18].
We for the illustration purpose choose β ¼ 0.01 as a
reference value which gives the total rotation angle of
order Δθ ¼ βΔϕ=2 ∼ 0.3° (Δϕ is the total field
displacement).3
To estimate the 21-cm signals, one also needs to specify
the reionization model. We use a simple model where the
ionization fraction is parametrized by a tanh step x¯iðzÞ ¼
ð1þ tanh½ðyðzreiÞ − yðzÞÞ=ΔyÞ=2 with yðzÞ ¼ ð1þ zÞ1.5,
Δy ¼ 1.5ð1þ zÞ0.5Δzrei. This model has two free param-
eters, zrei and Δzrei, and leads to the transition centered at
z ¼ zrei (when the ionization fraction is half) with the width
represented by Δzrei. In the following numerical analysis,
we simply set Δzrei ¼ 1 and zrei was obtained numerically
by matching the optical depth to the Planck value of
τ ¼ 0.056 [66]. The other parameters are also set to the
flat ΛCDM cosmology from Planck [66]. The evolution of
ionization fraction x¯i for such a choice of parameters is
shown in Fig. 2 along with the visibility function which
also depends on the reionization model. For our parameter
set, this figure shows x¯i ¼ 0.5 at z ∼ 8 and we simply call
this model the zrei ¼ 8 scenario for brevity.
The 21-cm-B mode cross-correlation as well as the
21-cm and B mode autocorrelation angular power spectra
for the observation redshift zobs ¼ 8 [corresponding to the
observed 21-cm line wavelength λobs ¼ 21ð1þ zobsÞ cm] is
shown in Fig. 3. In this log plot, we plotted the absolute
values for the cross-correlation and indicated the negative
correlation with the green color and the positive one with
black. In the rest of the papers, we simply plot the absolute
values for the cross-correlations in the log plot in our
discussions. The B mode autocorrelation CBBl has two
peaks in this figure. The peak at a higher l is sourced from
the recombination epoch and the other one at a lower l≲ 10
is sourced from the reionization epoch. The latter originates
from the reionization bump of the E mode due to the
birefringence and the shape of the birefringence-induced B
mode power spectrum indeed resembles that of the Emode.
Even if the amplitude of the B mode autocorrelation CBBl is
small, the cross-correlation C21Bl amplitude can be much
bigger than CBBl because of the large amplitude of 21-cm
fluctuations, even though the cross-correlation amplitude
is not as large as the simple product
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C2121l C
BB
l
q
because
the correlation is not expected to be perfect. The 21-cm
angular power spectrum C2121l is not affected by the cosmic
birefringence. The peak amplitudes for the oscillations of
lðlþ 1ÞC21Bl do not change significantly at a low l≲ 100
partly because lðlþ 1ÞC2121l is bigger for a higher l and this
increase can compensate the decrease of the B mode.
The first peak of the C21Bl corresponds to the quadrupole
(which sources the polarization) at the reionization epoch
and can give us the information on when the reionization
occurred [39,40]. The oscillatory behavior of C21Bl arises
because the quadrupole anisotropy at a higher redshift
shows up at a higher multipole by the free-streaming
effects. A further suppression of the amplitude at a smaller
scale l≳ 100 is due to the finite width effects (the
anisotropies are damped due to the cancellation among
positive and negative fluctuations on scales smaller than the
reionization width), which can give us the information
on the reionization duration. The 21-cm-B mode cross-
correlation signals hence can potentially provide us with
the crucial information to study the epoch of reionization.
Figure 4 also shows, in addition to the reference
parameter values of β ¼ 10−2, zobs ¼ 8, the plots for
FIG. 2. The ionization fraction and the visibility function. FIG. 3. The power spectra Cl for β ¼ 0.01, zobs ¼ 8. For the
cross-correlation C21Bl , the absolute values are plotted for the
log plot [the negative (positive) correlations are indicated in
green (black)].
3Note the CMB bounds as well as much literature on this
subject use the constant rotation angle approximation, which in
some models could overestimate/underestimate the birefringence
effects compared with more precise time dependent rotation angle
analysis as is numerically performed in our study [7,67,68].
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different choices of β and zobs (using our reference
reionization model with zrei ¼ 8, Δzrei ¼ 1). The different
behaviors for β ¼ 1, 10−2, 10−4 are simply because the
rotation angle scales proportionally to β and hence the
signal also scales in the same manner. We also showed
the cross-correlation for zobs ¼ 7, 8, 9 for β ¼ 10−2. The
redshift dependence is more involved and cannot be
described by a simple scaling. The redshift dependence
for instance can come from the bias (which can become
larger for a higher z) and the neutral hydrogen fraction
(which can vary from 1 to 0 depending on a redshift). The
redshift dependence also arises due to the visibility function
which can peak during the reionization epoch. The signal
for zobs ¼ 9 benefits from the larger bias but suffers from
the smaller visibility function, and that from zobs ¼ 7
suffers from the smaller bias and smaller neutral hydrogen
fraction compared with the signal from zobs ¼ 8. The
redshift dependence of the signal can also arise from the
redshift dependence of the background scalar evolution.
Even though we cannot illustrate a simple redshift depend-
ence of the cross-correlation signals, we can infer from this
figure that it would not be trivial to obtain a significant
signal enhancement (say by well more than an order of
magnitude) compared with the signal when the reionization
fraction reaches a half (zobs ∼ 8 for the toy model under
discussion) by changing the observation redshift. For the
following estimations of the signal to noise ratio (S=N), we
simply consider zobs ¼ 8 as a reference value.
Having estimated the cross-correlation signals, let us
now discuss the feasibility for its detection. We estimate the
1-σ error of the cross-correlation as [69]
ΔC2l ¼
1
ð2lþ 1ÞfskyΔl
½ðC21Bl Þ2 þ ðCBBl þ NBBl Þ
× ðC2121l þ N2121l Þ ð10Þ
and the signal to noise ratio accordingly can be estimated as

S
N

2
¼
X
l
ð2lþ 1Þfsky
×
ðC21Bl Þ2
ðC21Bl Þ2 þ ðC2121l þ N2121l ÞðCBBl þ NBBl Þ
:
ð11Þ
Δl is the binning size and fsky is the sky fraction of the
observation. We estimate the noise power spectra for the
21-cm and B modes as [56,70]
N2121l ¼
1
2πtobsΔν

λ2lmax
A=T

2
½μK2 str ð12Þ
and
NBBl ¼

π
10800
ω−1=2p
μK arcmin
2
½μK2 str: ð13Þ
tobs is a total observation time, Δν is the bandwidth, A=T
(the effective area/system temperature) represents the tele-
scope sensitivity and lmax ¼ 2πD=λ (D is the baseline
length and λ ¼ 21ð1þ zÞ cm). ωp represents the polariza-
tion noise. In our numerical estimate, we included the effect
of beam smearing by the Gaussian window function of
θFWHM ¼ 30 arcmin NBBl el
2θ2FWHM=ð8 ln 2Þ.
The cumulative signal to noise ratios up to a given l are
shown in Fig. 5, where, for a concrete (optimistic) estimate,
we used fsky ¼ 1=2, tobs ¼ 1000 hours, Δν ¼ 1 MHz,
D ¼ 1 km, A=T ¼ 2000 m2=K [34,71,72]. For the estima-
tion of the B mode noise, we chose the noise per pixel
FIG. 4. The cross-correlation C21Bl with β ¼ 1, 10−2, 10−4 for
zobs ¼ 8. C21Bl with β ¼ 0.01 for zobs ¼ 7, 9 are also shown.
FIG. 5. The cumulative signal to noise ratios (S=N) for the
reionization model with zrei ¼ 8, β ¼ 1, 10−2, 10−4. The sample
variance limited S=N is also shown.
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ω−1=2p ¼ 2.8 μKarcmin corresponding to the LiteBIRD-
like experiment [73]. From the behavior of the signals
which did not increase appreciably for l≳ 10 while the
noise increased, we could infer that the cumulative signal
to noise would not increase appreciably for l far above 10
as verified by this figure. For β ¼ 10−4 and 10−2, for our
choice of parameters, the noise is dominated by that of the
B modes because CBBl < N
BB
L while C
2121
l =N
2121
l ∼ 5 for
l≲ 100 (the 21-cm observation is hence cosmic variance
limited in this example). CBBl can exceed N
BB
l for β ¼ 1,
and S=N approaches the cosmic variance limited estima-
tion as shown in this plot. The small difference between
the cosmic variance limited S=N and S=N with β ¼ 1 is
due to the 21-cm noises rather than the B mode ones
(CBBl =N
BB
l ≫ C2121l =N2121l > 1 for β ¼ 1). The sample
variance limited S=N is insensitive to the value of β in
our analysis because both the signal and noise simply
scale as β in the sample variance limit as can be seen from
the Eq. (11). Even with this noiseless limit, the cumulative
S=N does not exceed unity and it would be unlikely to be
able to detect the 21-cm-B mode cross-correlation for our
particular model/parameters under discussions. We how-
ever note that the actual signals are heavily model
dependent and it would be worth exploring other scenarios
such as those involving different redshift dependence and
different reionization models. For instance, an earlier
reionization scenario can be advantageous for a larger
signal because of a larger optical depth and a larger bias at
a higher redshift. As an illustration, Fig. 6 shows the
21-cm-B mode cross-correlation signals along with the
error [Eq. (10)] for another reionization history where
the ionization fraction becomes a half at zrei ¼ 15 with
Δzrei ¼ 1 (even though such a high redshift reionization
scenario is disfavored by the current data [16]). We here
chose such zrei, Δzrei as the inputs of our tanh reionization
model (which results in the optical depth ∼0.14). The
signal indeed increases for such a higher redshift reioni-
zation scenario as expected, but the signal to noise would
be still too small for the detection even though the sample
variance limited measurements can realize S=N > 1 and
could conceivably detect the signals.
Even though the predicted cross-correlation signal is
heavily model dependent, unless the dark energy scalar
field evolution changes significantly or the reionization
model modifications can lead to the signal enhancement by
well more than an order of magnitude compared with our
toy model for a realistic value of β smaller than 10−2 [7],
we find that it is unlikely to detect the cross-correlation
between the 21-cm and the birefringence-induced B mode
fluctuations.
IV. DISCUSSIONS/CONCLUSIONS
Before the conclusion, let us briefly discuss another
common example, the axionlike scalar field responsible
for the current dark matter density, which can also lead to
the rotation of the photon linear polarization plane. We
consider a simple toy potential for this purpose:
VðϕÞ ¼ 1
2
m2ϕ2: ð14Þ
The axionlike scalar field evolution is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The amplitude was adjusted to match the current dark
matter density and we chose m ¼ 10−22 eV which is
motivated to resolve the small scale structure problems
(and the mass smaller than this value is in tension with the
observations because of a larger de Broglie wavelength
within which the structure is suppressed) [74,75]. We also
choose for concreteness β ∼ ð1013 GeVÞ−1 which corre-
sponds to the current upper bound from the CMB data for
m ¼ 10−22 eV [18,19,66]. In contrast to the dark energy
example involving the slowly varying background field, the
FIG. 7. The evolution of the axionlike scalar field ϕ in units of
the reduced Plank scale for m ¼ 10−22 eV, β ¼ ð1013 GeVÞ−1.
FIG. 6. The signal Cl and the error ΔCl [Eq. (10)] are shown
along with the cumulative signal to noise ratios for zrei ¼ 15,
β ¼ 10−2.
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scalar field oscillates rapidly (e.g., compared with Hubble
time scale) and can behave as the pressureless cold dark
matter. The birefringence effect can be canceled among the
positive and negative rotation angles due to the oscillations
which can reduce our desired signals [19]. Another obstacle
to result in the small 21-cm-B mode cross-correlation
signal of our interest is the small scalar field amplitude
around the reionization epoch. While the dark matter scalar
field amplitude is large at an earlier epoch, the field
amplitude decreases as ð1þ zÞ3=2 and consequently the
rotation angle around the reionization epoch of our interest
is too small for the possible detection of the 21-cm-Bmode
cross-correlation signals. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 for
two reionization histories with the reionization epochs of
zrei ¼ 8 and zrei ¼ 15 discussed in the last section. These
C21Bl ’s were calculated, to ease the numerical computations
and to obtain the conservative estimations, by using the
time-dependent field amplitude without oscillations. This
C21Bl is certainly an overestimate of the signal because of
ignoring the significant cancellation effects from the rapid
oscillations, and, yet, suffices for our purpose of demon-
strating that the signal is too small for the detection. Even
these overestimated signals are indeed smaller than what
we found for the dark energy model with β ¼ 0.01 in the
last section which was unlikely to be detectable. We hence
find that the cross-correlation signal would be too small to
be detectable with the forthcoming experiments for such a
simple dark matter scalar field model.
With the unprecedented progress in the radio and CMB
experiments, there is a growing interest in the 21-cm and B
mode observations. Considering the experimental chal-
lenges in detecting these signals, verifying the detection
and interpretation of those signals by measuring the cross-
correlations among different observables would be crucial
for our further confidence that the signals are indeed of the
cosmological origin we are interested in. Motivated by
those intensive studies on the 21-cm cross-correlation
measurements, we studied the 21-cm-B mode cross-
correlations to probe the cosmological birefringence as
an astrophysical test of the fundamental physics. We have
discussed the 21-cm-B mode cross-correlation signals in
the existence of an evolving scalar field using the concrete
toy models, the quintessencelike dark energy model and
ultralight axionlike dark matter model. For such simple
models/parameters, we found that the cross-correlation
signals are too small for the detection. We on the other
hand demonstrated through those examples that the signals
are heavily dependent on the reionization scenarios and
scalar field dynamics, and the further investigation beyond
our first attempt on the 21-cm-B mode cross-correlation
study would be warranted. For instance, one of the
examples discussed in our paper (the dark energy scalar
with β ¼ 0.01, zobs ¼ 8) resulted in the BB autocorrelation
with the tensor to scalar ratio r below the LiteBIRD
sensitivity of r ¼ 10−3, but the cross-correlation can be
of great help for the detection because the 21-cm power
amplitude is much bigger than that of B mode analogously
to the situation where ET cross-correlation was observed
before the EE autocorrelation was detected [76]. The cross-
correlations also benefit from the removal of the foreground
contamination thanks to the different noise dependence on
each observable [77–79]. While our paper studied only
the homogeneous scalar field background, the anisotropic
rotation angles could also be worth exploring and we leave
the nonuniform cosmological birefringence and its corre-
lation with the 21-cm signals for our future work.
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FIG. 8. C21Bl (without oscillation cancellation effects) for two
reionization scenarios (zrei ¼ zobs ¼ 8 and zrei ¼ zobs ¼ 15).
m ¼ 10−22 eV, β ¼ ð1013 GeVÞ−1.
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